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Aporia is published twice each year by the Department of Philosophy at Brigham Young University and is dedicated to recognizing exemplary philosophical work at the undergraduate level. The spring issue each year includes the winning essays of the annual David H. Yarn Philosophical Essay Competition, which is open to BYU undergraduates only, along with other outstanding philosophical essays submitted by undergraduate philosophy students from around the world. The winners of the Yarn Competition are selected by a faculty committee independent of the student editors and staff, who make all other publishing decisions. The fall issue is published online and consists of papers selected by the editorial staff. Submissions are welcome from all undergraduate students, both at BYU and elsewhere.

The Aporia staff is especially grateful to those whose support makes this journal possible. Special thanks go to Professor David Laraway, chair of the Department of Philosophy, and Professor Michael Hansen, our faculty advisor. Aporia is funded by a generous contribution from the David H. Yarn Endowment. Those wishing to contribute to this fund may do so by contacting the BYU Department of Philosophy.

Opinions expressed herein are those of the respective authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors, the Department of Philosophy, Brigham Young University, or its sponsor, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

http://aporia.byu.edu
We welcome well-written, undergraduate papers on any philosophical topic. We prefer papers of approximately three to five thousand words. We accept only essays that are original, unpublished, and not in submission elsewhere. Authors must be undergraduates during the semester of publication.

We are also soliciting short critical notices (fewer than eight pages) responding to articles in the current and recent issues of Aporia.

Email submissions to aporia@byu.edu by February 23rd, 2024.

All submissions must be formatted for blind review: remove all identifying information from your paper and include a cover page stating your name, title of submission, institution, and email address. Please email your paper in .doc(x) or .pdf format. In addition, you must submit a letter of submission indicating that the paper is original, unpublished, and that artificial intelligence has not written the paper or produced the argument of the paper. Questions or comments may be sent to the editor at the same email address.

For past issues and information about Aporia, visit our website:

aporia.byu.edu
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